
Within GDPR, it’s essential to have process 
control around Personal Identifiable Information 
(PII). This is any data that could potentially 
identify a specific individual. However, knowing 
where all that personal information is, is a 
challenge faced by many organisations. But 
what if there were tools that could help give 

you visibility and deal with requests swiftly and 
appropriately?
This is where Nasstar comes in. Our latest 
technology enables all that personal information 
to be found and detailed, all in a single handy 
report, so you can handle any requests the way 
they should be – lawfully.

THE NASSTAR WAY 

At Nasstar, we ensure all our customers are compliant with strict GDPR regulations. Whether you’re 
a current customer or new to us, our Sensitive Data Discovery service is available to you as a 
standalone service, as and when you need it. 
Utilise our tools to help keep you compliant, as well as saving your organisation time and costs. 

SENSITIVE DATA DISCOVERY 

Let the experts scan, source and audit, so you don’t have to

DATA SHEET

KEY FEATURES

Get your records in line with government-backed standards

\\ Context-aware AI detectors for GDPR, PCI, 
LGPD, PHI and more
From faces to passwords, bank account 
numbers, credit cards, addresses to names, 
email, telephone, health information and political 
views – all this and more can be detected and 
interrogated.

\\ Local or remote targets
Whether your data is stored on-premise or in the 
Cloud, we can scan local and remote storage, 
including:
• Google Drive
• Microsoft 365, including OneDrive, SharePoint 

Online and OneNote
• Exchange Online
• Microsoft Azure Blob
• Amazon S3 buckets

• MSSQL
• Windows file shares
• Servers, laptops and workstations

\\ In-depth Detection
Our scanning tools look inside email attachments, 
images inside Word documents and nested 
archives – even the text inside images and optical 
character recognition (OCR) on scanned PDFs. 
Over 400 file formats can be analysed, saving 
you precious time. 

\\ Reporting
Once the scanning is complete, we compile 
an output report. This provides you with the 
capability of controlling the personal data once 
you know where it all is, and the types of data 
and risks that exist for your organisation.

Whatever your size and setup, our team can help. If you would like to book a complimentary 
consultation or find out more about our GDPR compliance products, please contact 

enquiries@nasstar.com or call 0844 443 433

REQUEST A FREE DATA PROTECTION CONSULTATION
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